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Abstract
In the paper we further refine the thermodynamics method of black hole/CFT correspondence.
We show that one can derive the central charges of different holographic pictures directly from
the entropy product S+S− if it is mass-independent, for a black hole in the Einstein gravity or
the gravity without diffeomorphism anomaly. For a general black hole in the Einstein gravity that
admits holographic descriptions, we show that the thermodynamics method and asymptotic sym-
metry group (ASG) analysis can always give consistent results in the extreme limit. Furthermore,
we discuss the relation between black hole thermodynamics and the hidden conformal symme-
try. We show that the condition T+A+ = T−A−, with A± being the outer and inner horizon
areas, is the necessary, but not sufficient, condition for a black hole to have the hidden conformal
symmetry. In particular, for the Einstein(-Maxwell) gravity T+A+ = T−A− is just the condition
T+S+ = T−S−, with S± being the outer and inner horizon entropies, which is the condition for the
entropy product S+S− being mass-dependent. When there exists the hidden conformal symmetry
in the low-frequency scattering off the generic non-extremal black hole, it always leads to the same
temperatures of dual CFT as the ones got from the thermodynamics method.
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1 Introduction
One of great achievements of string theory is that the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of some kinds of
BPS, thus extremal, charged black holes could be counted microscopically in a two-dimensional (2D)
holographic conformal field theory (CFT) dual [1]. Such a microscopic counting in a 2D CFT was gen-
eralized to neutral rotating black holes, i.e. Kerr black hole, in the so-called Kerr/CFT correspondence
in the past few years [2, 3]. There have been many generalizations and extensions of the Kerr/CFT
correspondence, and one could see more details in the reviews [4, 5] and references therein.
Different from the brane constructions in the study of the black hole in string theory, the setting
up of the Kerr/CFT correspondence has nothing to do with string theory. The information on the
holographic picture of black hole was read in different ways. The central charges of dual CFT are
usually obtained from doing asymptotic symmetry group (ASG) analysis [2, 6–11] of the near horizon
geometry of the extreme black hole. Strictly speaking, the central charges are the ones of dual CFT for
the extremal black holes. It has been believed that if the form of the central charges can be written in
terms of quantized charges, then it should still be true for the non-extremal black holes. This argument
has gained support from recent study on the black hole/CFT correspondence via thermodynamics of
both outer and inner horizons, which may give the central charges for generic cases. To read the
temperatures of dual CFT is even more tricky. For extremal black holes, one may use the Frolov-
Thorne vacuum [2, 12] to read them. For generic non-extreme black holes, one can only read them
from the hidden conformal symmetry [3,13] in the low frequency scattering off the black holes. But for
some cases like the black rings, the hidden conformal symmetry can not be found even though the dual
pictures of the black objects are expected. It is fair to say that for generic non-extremal black holes,
their holographic pictures were established not on a solid ground.
Very recently, the investigation of holographic pictures from thermodynamics point of view open a
new window and shed more light on the black hole/CFT correspondence.1 It had been noted long ago
that the inner horizon may play an important role in counting the entropy of the outer horizon [15–18].
And it was suggested in [19,20] the property that the entropy product S+S− being mass-independent,
with S± as the Bekenstein-Hawking entropies of the outer and inner horizons, has nontrivial implications
for the holographic descriptions of black holes. The first law of thermodynamics of the inner horizon has
been checked for five-dimensional black rings in [21] and for some kinds of three-dimensional (3D) black
holes in [22]. It was proved in [23] that under reasonable assumption the first law of thermodynamics of
the outer horizon always indicates that of the inner horizon, and the mass-independence of the entropy
product S+S− is equivalent to the condition T+S+ = T−S−, with T± being the Hawking temperatures
of the outer and inner horizons. Based on the previous works [15–20,24–29] it was propose in [23] that
for a Kerr black hole there is the first law of thermodynamics for the dual CFT. This first law could
1In [14] there was trial of deriving the asymptotic boundary conditions in Kerr/CFT correspondence using the surface
integral from the outer horizon thermodynamics.
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be obtained from the combinations of the first laws of the outer and inner horizons. It could finally be
written in the following suggestive form
dJ = T JLdSL − T JRdSR, (1.1)
with SL,R =
1
2 (S+ ± S−) and T JL,R being respectively the entropies and the temperatures of the left-
and right-moving sectors of the CFT. It is amazing to see that the temperatures T JL,R are exactly the
same as the ones obtained from the hidden conformal symmetry.
This so-called thermodynamics method can be applied to the Reissner-Nordstro¨m (RN) black holes
and other more complicated cases with multiple angular momenta and charges. For the black hole with
U(1) charges, one has to require the “quantization” condition2 such that the first law of dual CFT
could always be written as
dN = TNL dSL − TNR dSR, (1.2)
with N being an integer-valued charge. This refinement resolves the puzzle on the ambiguity in deciding
the CFT dual of RN-like black holes, and is consistent with the quantization rule on the angular
momentum. This leads to the CFT duals of RN black holes in arbitrary dimensions and four-dimensional
(4D) dyonic RN/CFT [30,31].
For the black holes with multiple holographic pictures, the effectiveness of the thermodynamics
method is remarkable. For every conserved U(1) charge, either an angular momentum or a U(1)
gauge charge, there could be an independent dual CFT picture [25, 26, 32, 33]. In order to read this
picture, one just needs to turn off other charges in the thermodynamics law and find the information
of dual CFT straightforwardly. Moreover, it was proposed in [25, 34, 35] that if there exit n charges
except the mass, besides the n elementary CFT pictures there will be generic pictures generated by
SL(n, Z) transformations acting on the elementary pictures. The SL(n, Z) group could be identified as
a subgroup of T-duality group O(n, n, Z) [34], but it could include the electromagnetic duality, i.e. S-
duality, group SL(2, Z) as well [30]. In the thermodynamics method, these generic picture could be set
up easily by acting SL(n, Z) transformations on the charges in the first laws directly. The underlying
physical picture is that with respect to different kinds of perturbations the black hole responds and
behaves differently and gives corresponding CFT pictures.
The thermodynamics method has been checked in [23] for many well-established black hole/CFT
correspondences, including three-dimensional (3D) BTZ, four-dimensional (4D) Kerr-Newman and five-
dimensional (5D) Myers-Perry black holes [25, 26, 32–38], and has also been applied to the study of
holographic descriptions of black rings [23, 39]. One interesting question is to understand the relation
between the thermodynamics method and other conventional ways in establishing the black hole/CFT
correspondence. In this paper, we tried to address this issue. In Section 2, after a brief review of the
2There was a similar quantization condition in [29] where the Kerr/CFT correspondence was applied to extremal black
holes in string theory.
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thermodynamics method, we derive a simple formula to get the central charges of the dual CFT from
the product of the entropies of two horizons. Then we find that for a general form of 4D black hole
metric, the thermodynamics method gives the same central charges in the extreme limit as the ones
from the ASG analysis. Furthermore, we show that the relation T+A+ = T−A−, where A± and T±
are the areas and temperatures of the outer and inner horizons respectively, is the necessary but not
sufficient condition for a black hole to have the hidden conformal symmetry. This relation is equivalent
to the mass-independence of the entropy product in the Einstein(-Maxwell) gravity. Following [30,31],
we show that there are general pictures characterized by vectors v = (v1, · · · , vn), with {v1, · · · , vn}
being n coprime integers, could be got easily in the thermodynamics method by considering different
kinds of perturbations. Furthermore we will show that the v pictures are in one-to-one correspondence
to the SL(n, Z) generated pictures. In Section 3, we generalize our discussions to higher dimensions.
We end with some discussions in Section 4.
2 Four-dimensional Black Holes
In this section we consider the holographic descriptions of 4D black holes using the thermodynamics
method. Though our treatment could be applied to many kinds of black holes, say with multiple U(1)
charges, we mainly focus on the rotating black hole with only one U(1) charge. Here we do not need
the explicit form of 4D Kerr-Newman black hole and work with the metric of a general form, so our
discussions could be generalized to other cases easily.
2.1 General black hole
We describe the general properties of 4D rotating charged black hole in Einstein gravity that will be
used later. We start from the action of Einstein-Maxwell theory
I =
1
16πG4
∫
d4x
√−g(R− 2Λ)− 1
16π
∫
d4x
√−gFµνFµν , (2.1)
with c = ~ = 1, G4 = ℓ
2
p. We include the cosmology constant Λ for generality. Suppose that the action
has stationary black hole solution whose metric could be written in the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM)
form
ds24 = −N2dt2 + hrrdr2 + hθθdθ2 + hφφ
(
dφ+Nφdt
)2
, (2.2)
and we assume the black hole has ∂t and ∂φ isometries. The CFT duals for a black hole with both
electric and magnetic charges are subtle and have been considered in [30, 31], so here we consider the
black hole with only an electric charge. We write the electromagnetic potential as
A = Atdt+Aφdφ, (2.3)
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with ∂tAµ = ∂φAµ = 0. We suppose that the black hole has outer and inner horizons located at r±, so
that
N2 = (r − r+)(r − r−)f21 , hrr =
f22
(r − r+)(r − r−) , (2.4)
with f1, f2 being positive functions of r, θ, and being neither vanishing nor divergent in the region
r ≥ r−.
The Hawking temperatures, the angular velocities, and the electric potentials of the outer and inner
horizons are respectively
T± =
r+ − r−
4π
f1
f2
∣∣∣∣
r=r±
,
Ω± = −Nφ|r=r± ,
Φ± = −Aµξµ|r=r± , (2.5)
with ξ = ∂t − Nφ∂φ. Here we suppose that Nφ|r→∞ = Aµξµ|r→∞ = 0, which are actually true
only for asymptotically flat spacetime. For the Kerr-Newman-AdS(-dS) black holes, the definitions of
angular velocities and the electric potential need minor modification, and will be discussed in Section 4.
According to the zeroth law of thermodynamics of the black hole [40], we must have T±,Ω±,Φ±
everywhere the same at the horizons, i.e. they do not depend on the polar angle θ. In the Einstein
gravity we have the entropies at the outer and inner horizons being
S± =
A±
4G4
=
1
4ℓ2p
∫
dθdφf5f6|r=r± , (2.6)
with f5 =
√
hθθ, f6 =
√
hφφ being regular positive functions of r, θ like f1,2 defined before. Also, there
are the mass M , the angular momentum J , and the electric charge Q of the black hole, whose explicit
form are not important to us. The essential point is that there are first laws of thermodynamics of the
black hole at the outer and inner horizons written as
dM = T+dS+ +Ω+dJ +Φ+dQ
= −T−dS− +Ω−dJ +Φ−dQ. (2.7)
It was proved that under reasonable assumptions the first law of the outer horizon always indicates
that of the inner horizon [23].
2.2 Thermodynamics method
The thermodynamics method of black hole/CFT duality was developed in [23, 30], and here we sum-
marize the essential features of the method and develop the method further.
According to [30], in the thermodynamics method we have to use the integer charges, and so we
rewrite the first laws (2.7) as
dM = T+dS+ +Ω
1
+dN1 +Ω
2
+dN2
= −T−dS− +Ω1−dN1 +Ω2−dN2. (2.8)
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Here we define N2 = Q/e to be an integer, with e being the unit charge of the Maxwell theory.
Correspondingly we have made the definitions Ω1± = Ω±, N1 = J , Ω
2
± = eΦ± for convenience. One can
show easily that if T+S+ = T−S− is satisfied, then the entropy product S+S− is mass-independent.
Under the condition that T+S+ = T−S− is satisfied we define the entropy product function
F ≡ S+S−
4π2
, (2.9)
with F being a function of the charges N1,2.
We firstly make the definitions [17–19]
TR,L =
T−T+
T− ± T+ ,
SR,L =
1
2
(S+ ∓ S−),
Ω1,2R =
T−Ω
1,2
+ + T+Ω
1,2
−
2(T− + T+)
,
Ω1,2L =
T−Ω
1,2
+ − T+Ω1,2−
2(T− − T+) , (2.10)
and rewrite the first laws of the outer and inner horizons as the right- and left-moving sectors
1
2
dM = TRdSR +Ω
1
RdN1 +Ω
2
RdN2
= TLdSL +Ω
1
LdN1 +Ω
2
LdN2. (2.11)
Keeping N2 invariant, from the above first laws we could get
dN1 =
TL
Ω1R − Ω1L
dSL − TR
Ω1R − Ω1L
dSR. (2.12)
Up to now we have done nothing but some mathematical redefinitions. Then there are two nontrivial
claims, which have no direct justifications.
• SR,L = 12 (S+ ∓ S−) are the entropies of right- and left-moving sectors of CFT dual to the black
hole [15–19];
• Keeping N2 invariant, in N1 picture CFT there is the first law of thermodynamics [23, 30]
dN1 = T
1
LdSL − T 1RdSR, (2.13)
with T 1R,L being right- and left-moving temperatures.
These are two basic assumptions of the thermodynamics method, which has no direct derivations now.
Admitting the above two claims, we could derive the following result using (2.12).
• TR,L = T−T+T−±T+ are proportional to the CFT temperatures T 1R,L with a common scale factor
R1 [17–19], and explicitly we have
R1 =
1
Ω1R − Ω1L
=
T 2− − T 2+
T−T+(Ω1− − Ω1+)
,
T 1R,L = R1TR,L =
T− ∓ T+
Ω1− − Ω1+
. (2.14)
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We assume that the black hole entropies could be reproduced by the Cardy formula
SR,L =
π2
3
c1R,LT
1
R,L, (2.15)
then the central charges of the right- and left-moving sectors could be derived as
c1R,L =
3
2π2
(Ω1− − Ω1+)(S+ ∓ S−)
T− ∓ T+ . (2.16)
It could be shown that if T+S+ = T−S− is satisfied then the right- and left-moving sector central
charges are always equal c1R = c
1
L. We substitute S± = SL ± SR into (2.9) and take variations on both
sides of the equation while keeping N2 invariant, then we get
∂F
∂N1
dN1 =
SLdSL − SRdSR
2π2
. (2.17)
From the above equation (2.17), using the Cardy formula (2.15), the first law (2.13) and the fact that
c1R = c
1
L, we obtain
3
c1R,L = 6
∂F
∂N1
, (2.18)
which are the central charges for N1 picture CFT. Therefore we see that if the entropy product function
is mass-independent, the central charges of the dual CFT could be read easily from (2.18).
Similarly, one could keep N1 invariant and get the N2 picture CFT with the temperatures and
central charges
T 2R,L =
T− ∓ T+
Ω2− − Ω2+
,
c2R,L =
3
2π2
(Ω2− − Ω2+)(S+ ∓ S−)
T− ∓ T+ , (2.19)
and when T+S+ = T−S− the central charges could also be written as
c2R,L = 6
∂F
∂N2
. (2.20)
The equations (2.18) and (2.20) are convenient formulas of getting the central charges in the thermo-
dynamics method when S+S− is mass-independent. Actually they could be generalized to other cases
easily. We summarize the following important results:
• The condition T+S+ = T−S− is equivalent to the claim that F = S+S−4π2 is mass-independent, and
this also indicates that the right- and left-moving sector central charges c1,2R,L of the dual CFT are
equal c1R = c
1
L, c
2
R = c
2
L.
• If F is mass-independent, it is the function of quantized charges F = F(N1, N2, · · · ). Then with
respect to every conserved charge Ni , there could be a dual CFT picture with the central charges
ciR,L = 6
∂F
∂Ni
. (2.21)
3Note that the extremal version of the formula has already appeared in [29].
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Note that the existence of the conserved charge does not guarantee that there is a corresponding
CFT dual. For example, in the case of doubly rotating black ring, there are two U(1) rotating
symmetries, say Jφ and Jψ , but there is no corresponding dual Jψ CFT, and this could be traced
to the fact that F = J2φ is independent of Jψ for this case [39].
When T+S+ = T−S− is not satisfied, then we have S+S− being mass-dependent. We can still
naively use (2.16) and get the central charges c1R,L, but now the right- and left-moving central charges
do not equal c1R 6= c1L. For the Einstein gravity whose action is classically diffeomorphism invariant, it
is natural for such a black hole to have CFT duals with equal right- and left-moving central charges. So
it was proposed in [23] that there are no CFT duals for the black holes with T+S+ 6= T−S−. However,
to our knowledge there is no proof that diffeomorphism of general relativity is quantum mechanically
anomoly-free. Nevertheless, in the following discussion, we assume that the diffeomorphism is intact in
the Einstein gravity so that the CFT candidates for a black hole should have equal left- and right-moving
central charges.
Besides the above two elementary CFT pictures with the central charge c1,2R,L, there could be other
CFT pictures generated by SL(2, Z) group. We have got the N1 picture CFT by considering the per-
turbations dN2 = 0 in the thermodynamics (2.11) and got the N2 picture CFT by considering the per-
turbations dN1 = 0. In getting N1 picture the perturbations are the ones (dN1, dN2) = dN1(1, 0) with
dN1 being any small integers, and in getting N2 picture the perturbations are the ones (dN1, dN2) =
dN2(0, 1) with dN2 being any small integers. We may classify all the perturbations by two coprime
integers (a, b) by writing (dN1, dN2) = dN(a, b) with dN being any small integers, and note that (a, b)
and (−a,−b) denote the same kind of perturbations. We restrict the perturbations to be (a, b) type
(dN1, dN2) = dN(a, b), then we could get the first laws (2.11)
1
2
dM = TRdSR +Ω
N
R dN
= TLdSL +Ω
N
L dN, (2.22)
with the intensive quantities conjugate to the the integer N being ΩNR,L = aΩ
1
R,L + bΩ
2
R,L. Using the
above procedure, it can be shown easily one could get the N picture CFT with the temperatures and
the central charges
T
(a,b)
R,L =
1
a/T 1R,L + b/T
2
R,L
,
c
(a,b)
R,L = ac
1
R,L + bc
2
R,L. (2.23)
Since the CFT pictures are in one to one correspondence with a pair of coprime integers (a, b), we could
call the N1 picture CFT as (1, 0) picture, the N2 picture as (0, 1) picture and general picture as (a, b)
picture. According to Be´zout’s lemma, for every pair of coprime integers (a, b) there exists other pairs
of coprime integers (c, d) so that ad − bc = 1, and note that the pair of coprime integers (c, d) is not
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unique. So the (a, b) picture CFT could be viewed as the SL(2, Z) transformation of the elementary
(1,0) and (0,1) pictures,(
c
(a,b)
R,L
c
(c,d)
R,L
)
=
(
a b
c d
)(
c
(1,0)
R,L
c
(0,1)
R,L
)
,
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL(2, Z). (2.24)
We could actually get more from the thermodynamics [30]. In the (1,0) picture we have the per-
turbation dM = ω, dN1 = k1, dN2 = 0 around the black hole in the gravity side, and then we have the
first laws (2.11) written as
T 1RdSR = R1
(
1
2
ω − ΩRk
)
,
T 1LdSL = R1
(
1
2
ω − ΩLk
)
. (2.25)
In the CFT side, we suppose that
T 1RdSR = ω
1
R − q1Rµ1R,
T 1LdSL = ω
1
L − q1Lµ1L, (2.26)
with ω1R,L, q
1
R,L and µ
1
R,L as the frequencies, charges, and chemical potentials of the perturbation
around the thermal equilibrium. Explicitly we get the results
ω1R,L =
R1
2
ω =
T 2− − T 2+
2T−T+(Ω1− − Ω1+)
ω,
q1R,L = k1,
µ1R = R1Ω
1
R =
(T− − T+)(T−Ω1+ + T+Ω1−)
2T−T+(Ω1− − Ω1+)
,
µ1L = R1Ω
1
L =
(T− + T+)(T−Ω
1
+ − T+Ω1−)
2T−T+(Ω1− − Ω1+)
. (2.27)
There are similar quantities in the N2 picture CFT. For (a, b) picture we have the perturbation
dM = ω, (dN1, dN2) = k(a, b) in the gravity side, and in the CFT side there is the perturbation
with frequencies, charges, and chemical potentials
ω
(a,b)
R,L =
T 2− − T 2+
2T−T+[(aΩ1− + bΩ
2
−)− (aΩ1+ + bΩ2+)]
ω,
q
(a,b)
R,L = k,
µ
(a,b)
R =
(T− − T+)(T−(aΩ1+ + bΩ2+) + T+(aΩ1− + bΩ2−))
2T−T+[(aΩ1− + bΩ
2
−)− (aΩ1+ + bΩ2+)]
,
µ
(a,b)
L =
(T− + T+)(T−(aΩ
1
+ + bΩ
2
+)− T+(aΩ1− + bΩ2−))
2T−T+[(aΩ1− + bΩ
2
−)− (aΩ1+ + bΩ2+)]
. (2.28)
The description of the SL(2, Z) generated pictures is a little different from the original one considered
in [23,34,35]. In [23] the way of getting the general CFT duals is as what follows. One firstly redefines
the quantum numbers by an SL(2, Z)(
N1′
N2′
)
=
(
d −c
−b a
)(
N1
N2
)
,
(
d −c
−b a
)
∈ SL(2, Z). (2.29)
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Then N1′,2′ will be good quantum numbers with the intensive quantities(
Ω1
′
±
Ω2
′
±
)
=
(
a b
c d
)(
Ω1±
Ω2±
)
. (2.30)
Then the first laws (2.8) become
dM = T+dS+ + Ω
1′
+dN1′ +Ω
2′
+dN2′
= −T−dS− +Ω1
′
−dN1′ +Ω
2′
−dN2′ . (2.31)
From the first laws one can set dN2′ = 0, or dN1′ = 0, and get the N1′ or N2′ picture central charges
c1
′
R,L or c
2′
R,L with (
c1
′
R,L
c2
′
R,L
)
=
(
a b
c d
)(
c1R,L
c2R,L
)
. (2.32)
Note that these results are the same as (2.24), and this is not simply a coincidence. In getting c1
′
R,L (2.32)
we are effectively considering the perturbations dN1′ = ddN1 − cdN2, and in getting c(a,b)R,L in (2.24) we
are effectively considering the perturbations of the type (dN1, dN2) = dN(a, b). Using ad − bc = 1,
we find that dN1′ = dN , which means that we are considering the variations of the same quantum
number in two methods. Then it is of no wonder that they give the same central charges. Thus we
have presented the equivalence of two methods of getting general pictures.
2.3 ASG analysis
The shortage of ASG analysis of getting the black hole/CFT correspondence is that it applies only to
the extremal black holes, and the advantage is that it is the only way to give a direct derivations of
the central charges. Note that in the thermodynamics method or the hidden conformal symmetry we
only have derivation of the temperatures, and the central charges have to be produced by the Cardy
formula.
To get both the angular and charge pictures for the four-dimensional rotating charged black hole,
we have to uplift the solution to five dimensions. Then we have 5D black hole solution
ds25 = ds
2
4 +
4ℓ2p
e2
(dχ+ eA)2 (2.33)
with ds24 and A denoting the 4D metric (2.2) and gauge potential (2.3), χ ∼ χ + 2π, and e being the
unit charge. The geometry is the solution of pure Einstein gravity
I5 =
1
16πG5
∫
d5x
√
−G(R5 − 2Λ), (2.34)
with G5 =
4πℓp
e
G4. We define
Nχ = eAµξ
µ = e(At −AφNφ), (2.35)
thus we could write
dχ+ eA = dχ+Nχdt+ eAφ(dφ+N
φdt). (2.36)
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Thus we could rewrite 5D metric (2.34) as
ds25 = −N2dt2 + hrrdr2 + hθθdθ2 + (hφφ + 4ℓ2pA2φ)(dφ +Nφdt)2
+
8ℓ2pAφ
e
(dφ+Nφdt) (dχ+Nχdt) +
4ℓ2p
e2
(dχ+Nχdt)2. (2.37)
Similar embedding has been considered in [34] for the Kerr-Newman black hole where the explicit form
of the metric was used. As stressed in [30], the scale factor in (2.33) is chosen carefully, so that the
angular momentum corresponding to the extra dimension Jχ = Q/e must be an integer. The angular
velocities conjugate to Jχ at the outer and inner horizons are
Ωχ± = −Nχ|r=r± = eΦ±. (2.38)
We also denote Ωφ± = Ω±, Jφ = J . One could show that the areas of the outer and inner horizons are
(A±)5 =
4πℓp
e
A±, (2.39)
with A± being the horizon areas in four dimensions. Note that the embedding does not affect the
entropies of the horizons
(S±)5 =
(A±)5
4G5
=
A±
4G4
= S±. (2.40)
Then there are first laws for the 5D rotating black hole
dM = T+dS+ +Ω
φ
+dJφ +Ω
χ
+dJχ
= −T−dS− +Ωφ−dJφ +Ωχ−dJχ, (2.41)
which are just (2.8) with Ωφ,χ± = Ω
1,2
± , Jφ,χ = N1,2. Thus four-dimensional and five-dimensional black
holes have the same first laws, and so they have the same CFT duals.
We take extremal limit of the metric (2.37). Following [34], we define
fφ,χ3 = ∂rN
φ,χ, (2.42)
and then in the extremal limit we have
fφ,χ3 |r=r+ = lim
r−→r+
Ωφ,χ− − Ωφ,χ+
r+ − r− . (2.43)
We also define
f4 =
f2
f1
∣∣∣∣
r=r+
, fφ,χ = fφ,χ3 f4
∣∣∣
r=r+
. (2.44)
As stated before, according to the zeroth laws of the black hole, we must have fφ,χ3 |r=r+ , f4 being
constants, and so we have fφ,χ being constants. Thus we justify the assumptions in [34]. Since the 5D
black hole is a solution of the Einstein gravity, thus we always have CFT duals for the extremal black
hole with the central charges and the temperatures in the Jφ and Jχ CFT pictures
cφ,χL =
6fφ,χS+
π
, T φ,χL =
1
2πfφ,χ
. (2.45)
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Upon a redefinition of the angles using an SL(2, Z) transformation(
φ′
χ′
)
=
(
a b
c d
)(
φ
χ
)
,
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL(2, Z), (2.46)
one gets Jφ′ and Jχ′ CFT pictures with the central charges and the temperatures
cφ
′
L = ac
φ
L + bc
χ
L, T
φ′
L =
1
a/T φL + b/T
χ
L
cχ
′
L = cc
φ
L + dc
χ
L, T
χ′
L =
1
c/T φL + d/T
χ
L
. (2.47)
On the other hand, taking the extremal limit of the right- and left-moving temperatures T 1R,L
in (2.14) and the central charges c1R,L in (2.19), and using the Hawking temperatures (2.5) and the
definition of fφ, we find
T 1R = 0, T
1
L =
1
2πfφ
, c1L =
6fφS+
π
, (2.48)
which are in accord with (2.45). Similarly, the temperatures of the other pictures got from thermo-
dynamics method could be shown to match the temperatures got here. Thus we have proved that for
the 4D rotating charged black holes, the extremal limit of the CFT duals from the thermodynamics
method always match the results of the ASG analysis of the extremal black hole. Since we did not use
the explicit form of the solution, our derivations are quite general and could be applied to the other
cases with multiple U(1) charges.
2.4 Hidden conformal symmetry
To investigate the scattering of a complex scalar off the black hole, we can consider either a charged
scalar in the 4D charged black hole background (2.2), or equivalently a neutral scalar in the uplifted
5D black hole background (2.37). In the former case, we consider a scalar of mass µ4 and charge
kee, with e being the unit charge and ke being an integer. The equation of motion for such scalar
Φ4 = e
−iωt+ikφφR(r)Θ(θ)4 is
(∇µ − ikeeAµ)(∇µ − ikeeAµ)Φ4 = µ24Φ4. (2.49)
In the latter case we consider a scalar of mass µ5, with its equation of motion being
∇M∇MΦ5 = µ25Φ5. (2.50)
We expand Φ5 = e
ikχχΦ4 = e
−iωt+ikφφ+ikχχR(r)Θ(θ), and then we can show that the equations (2.49)
and (2.50) are identical if we have
ke = kχ, µ
2
4 = µ
2
5 +
e2k2χ
16πℓ2p
. (2.51)
4Note that only when the scalar equation is separable could we write the scalar field in this way, but we write it in
this way because the separability is always required for the existence of hidden conformal symmetry.
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The above identified equation is of the form
1
f1f2f5f6
∂r
f1f5f6
f2
(r − r+)(r − r−)∂rΦ4 + [ω +N
φkφ + e(At −AφNφ)ke]2
f21 (r − r+)(r − r−)
Φ4
+
1
f1f2f5f6
∂θ
f1f2f6
f5
∂θΦ4 − (kφ − eAφke)
2
f26
Φ4 = µ
2
4Φ4. (2.52)
To use the hidden conformal symmetry, the first requirement is that the above equation can be
separated. For a general black hole, the separability of the scalar equation is not guaranteed. The
separability requires that
f1f5f6
f2
= F (r)G(θ), (2.53)
with F (r) being some function of r and G(θ) being some function of θ. There is a similar requirement
for f1f2f6
f5
, which will not be used here. We can do integration on the both sides of the above equation
(2.53) at the outer and inner horizons,∫
dθdφ
f1f5f6
f2
∣∣∣∣
r=r±
= F (r±)
∫
dθdφG(θ). (2.54)
Then using (2.5) we get
F (r±) =
λ
r+ − r− T±A±, (2.55)
with the constant λ = 4π∫
dθdφG(θ)
and A± being the areas of the outer and inner horizons. After variable
separation we have the radial equation
∂rF (r)(r − r+)(r − r−)∂rR(r) + F (r)f
2
2
f21
∣∣∣∣
r=r+
(ω − Ωφ+kφ − Ωχ+kχ)2
(r+ − r−)(r − r+) R(r)
− F (r)f
2
2
f21
∣∣∣∣
r=r−
(ω − Ωφ−kφ − Ωχ−kχ)2
(r+ − r−)(r − r−) R(r) = K1(r)R(r). (2.56)
Note that ke = kχ, K1(r) depends on the explicit form of the metric. We only know that K1(r) is
regular.
The hidden conformal symmetry requires moreover that we could redefine the radial coordinates
ρ = ρ(r) which is a monotonically increasing function of r in the region r ≥ r− such that
F (r)(r − r+)(r − r−)ρ′(r) = (ρ− ρ+)(ρ− ρ−), (2.57)
with ρ± ≡ ρ(r±). F (r) is neither vanishing nor divergent at r ≥ r−, but this does not guarantees that
such a function ρ(r) exists. If such a radial coordinate ρ exists, by taking derivatives of r on both sides
of (2.57) and considering the values at the outer and inner horizons r±, we have
F (r±) =
ρ+ − ρ−
r+ − r− . (2.58)
From (2.55) this requires that the relation
T+A+ = T−A− (2.59)
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must be satisfied. For a black hole in Einstein gravity, the condition is just T+S+ = T−S− which has
nontrivial implications in the thermodynamics method discussed before. It has been claimed to be the
criterion for a black hole in the Einstein gravity to have CFT duals. We see that T+A+ = T−A− is the
necessary condition that the hidden conformal symmetry could be found. Note that the condition is
not sufficient, i.e. that from T+A+ = T−A− we cannot ensure the hidden conformal symmetry exists.
In fact in the region of r ≥ r+, we always have
ρ(r) =
1
2

ρ+ + ρ− + ρ+ − ρ−
tanh
[
ρ+−ρ−
2
∫∞
r
dr
F (r)(r−r+)(r−r−)
]

 , (2.60)
which is monotonically increasing. But in the region r− ≤ r ≤ r+, the formula is ill-defined, and
analytical continuation is needed, but such continuation does not always exist.
Suppose that T+A+ = T−A− is satisfied and we have the required ρ(r). Then using (2.5), (2.58)
we could write the radial equation (2.56) as
∂ρ(ρ− ρ+)(ρ− ρ−)∂ρR(ρ) +
(ρ+ − ρ−)(ω − Ωφ+kφ − Ωχ+kχ)2
16π2T 2+(ρ− ρ+)
R(ρ)
− (ρ+ − ρ−)(ω − Ω
φ
−kφ − Ωχ−kχ)2
16π2T 2−(ρ− ρ−)
R(ρ) = K(ρ)R(ρ). (2.61)
And again,K(ρ) is a regular function of r, and so a regular function of ρ. We needK(ρ) to be a constant
under appropriate approximations, but again this requirement is not always satisfied. However let us
proceed with the assumption that K can be set to be a constant.
In the study of the hidden conformal symmetry, the scalar radial equation could be written in terms
of the Casimir operator of the SL(2, R)× SL(2, R) symmetry H2R(ρ) = KR(ρ), with
H2 = ∂ρ(ρ− ρ+)(ρ− ρ−)∂ρ + (ρ+ − ρ−)[π(T
C
L + T
C
R )ω + (n
C
L + n
C
R)k]
2
16π2(TCL n
C
R − TCR nCL )2(ρ− ρ+)
− (ρ+ − ρ−)[π(T
C
L − TCR )ω + (nCL − nCR)k]2
16π2(TCL n
C
R − TCR nCL)2(ρ− ρ−)
. (2.62)
Here K is a constant, k is the quantum number of an angle that has not be assigned up to now and
the letter C in the superscript denotes the corresponding CFT. According to [35, 41], the above radial
equation can always be solved and gives the retarded Green’s function and the absorption cross section
that agree with the CFT predictions,
GR ∝ sin
(
πhCL + i
ωCL − qCLµCL
2TCL
)
sin
(
πhCR + i
ωCR − qCRµCR
2TCR
)
× Γ
(
hCL − i
ωCL − qCLµCL
2πTCL
)
Γ
(
hCL + i
ωCL − qCLµCL
2πTCL
)
× Γ
(
hCR − i
ωCR − qCRµCR
2πTCR
)
Γ
(
hCR + i
ωCR − qCRµCR
2πTCR
)
, (2.63)
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σ ∝ sinh
(
ωCL − qCLµCL
2TCL
+
ωCR − qCRµCR
2TCR
)
×
∣∣∣∣Γ
(
hCL + i
ωCL − qCLµCL
2πTCL
)∣∣∣∣
2 ∣∣∣∣Γ
(
hCR + i
ωCR − qCRµCR
2πTCR
)∣∣∣∣
2
. (2.64)
The conformal weights, frequencies, charges, and chemical potentials of the perturbation in the CFT
could be identified as
hCR,L =
1
2
±
√
1
4
+K,
ωCR,L =
πTCL T
C
R ω
TCL n
C
R − TCR nCL
,
qCR,L = k, (2.65)
µCR = −
TCR n
C
L
TCL n
C
R − TCR nCL
,
µCL = −
TCL n
C
R
TCL n
C
R − TCR nCL
.
To get Jφ picture, or (1,0) picture, we consider the scattering of the scalar modes with kχ = 0 in
(2.61). Identifying the above two radial equations (2.61),(2.62), we find
k = kφ, T
φ
R,L =
T− ∓ T+
Ωφ− − Ωφ+
, nφR,L = −
π(T−Ω
φ
+ ∓ T+Ωφ−)
Ωφ− − Ωφ+
. (2.66)
We see the temperatures here got from the hidden conformal symmetry are the same as the ones got
in the thermodynamics method (2.14). Moreover, using the results (2.66) and the formulas (2.65), we
finally get the frequencies, the charges, and the chemical potentials of the perturbation in the CFT
side, all of which are the same as the ones from the thermodynamics method (2.27).
To get Jχ, or (0,1), picture, we consider the scattering of the scalar modes with kφ = 0 in (2.61).
Identifying (2.61),(2.62), we find
k = kχ, T
χ
R,L =
T− ∓ T+
Ωχ− − Ωχ+
, nχR,L = −
π(T−Ω
χ
+ ∓ T+Ωχ−)
Ωχ− − Ωχ+
. (2.67)
Using the formulas (2.65), we could get the frequencies, charges, and chemical potentials of the pertur-
bation in the CFT side. All the results are the same as the ones got in the thermodynamics method.
Also we can get the general (a, b) picture with a, b coprime integers. Let us consider the scattering
of the scalar modes with (kφ, kχ) = k(a, b) in (2.61). Identifying (2.61),(2.62), we find
T
(a,b)
R,L =
T− ∓ T+
(aΩφ− + bΩ
χ
−)− (aΩφ+ + bΩχ+)
, n
(a,b)
R,L = −
π[T−(aΩ
φ
+ + bΩ
χ
+)∓ T+(aΩφ− + bΩχ−)]
(aΩφ− + bΩ
χ
−)− (aΩφ+ + bΩχ+)
. (2.68)
Using the formulas (2.65), we obtain the frequencies, the charges, and the chemical potentials of the
perturbation in the CFT side. The results are the same as the ones in the thermodynamics method
(2.23), (2.28).
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Just like in the thermodynamics method, the description here is in accord with the SL(2, Z) gen-
erated pictures proposed in [34, 35]. According to [34, 35], one redefines the angles(
φ′
χ′
)
=
(
a b
c d
)(
φ
χ
)
,
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL(2, Z). (2.69)
The quantity kφφ+ kχχ being invariant requires that the quantum numbers kφ,χ transform as(
kφ′
kχ′
)
=
(
d −c
−b a
)(
kφ
kχ
)
. (2.70)
Using the hidden conformal symmetry, we could set kχ′ = 0 or kφ′ = 0, and get Jφ′ or Jχ′ pictures
with the temperatures (
1/T φ
′
R,L
1/T χ
′
R,L
)
=
(
a b
c d
)(
1/T φR,L
1/T χR,L
)
. (2.71)
These results are in accord with (2.68) T φ
′
R,L = T
(a,b)
R,L . In getting T
φ′
R,L (2.71) we are effectively consider-
ing the scattering of the scalar modes kφ′ = dkφ−ckχ, and in getting T (a,b)R,L in (2.68) we are considering
the scattering of the scalar modes of the type (kφ, kφ) = k(a, b). Using ad−bc = 1, we find that kφ′ = k,
which means that we are considering the scattering of the same scalar modes. It is not a surprise that
two treatments give the same results.
3 Rotating Charged Black Holes in Arbitrary Dimensions
In this section, we generalize the results in the previous section to the rotating black holes with arbitrary
number of electric charges in arbitrary dimensions. The process is of no radical difference from the
four-dimensional case, so it will be brief here.
3.1 General black hole
The action of the d-dimensional U(1)nc Einstein-Maxwell theory could be written as
I =
1
16πGd
∫
ddx
√−g(R− 2Λ)− 1
4Ωd−2
∫
ddx
√−gF aµνF aµν , (3.1)
where we set c = ~ = 1, Gd = ℓ
d−2
p and a = 1, 2, · · · , nc with nc being the number of the U(1) gauge
fields. Firstly we write the metric as
ds2d = −N2dt2 + hrrdr2 + hpqdθpdθq + hmn(dφm +Nmdt)(dφn +Nndt), (3.2)
Here we have p, q = 1, 2, · · · , nθ and m,n = 1, 2, · · · , nφ, with nθ = [d2 ]− 1 being the number of polar
angles and nφ = [
d−1
2 ] being the number of rotating angles. For simplicity we will denote ∂p ≡ ∂θp and
∂m ≡ ∂φm . We still assume the black hole has ∂t and ∂m isometries. We assume that the electromagnetic
potentials have the form
Aa = Aat dt+A
a
mdφ
m, (3.3)
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with ∂tA
a
µ = ∂mA
a
µ = 0, where the summation of the index m is indicated.
We suppose that there are two physical horizons located at r±. The equations (2.4) are still appli-
cable, with f1, f2 being regular functions of r, θ
p. The corresponding Hawking temperatures are still
(2.5). The angular velocities and the electric potentials of the outer and inner horizons are respectively
Ωm± = −Nm|r=r± ,
Φa± = −Aaµξµ|r=r± , (3.4)
with ξ = ∂t −Nm∂m. The Bekenstein-Hawking entropies of the outer and inner horizons are
S± =
A±
4Gd
=
1
4ℓd−2p
∫
dnθθdnφφf5f6|r=r± , (3.5)
with f5 ≡
√
dethpq and f6 ≡
√
det hmn, which are regular positive functions of r, θ
p.
The first laws of thermodynamics at two horizons are,
dM = T+dS+ +Ω
m
+dJm +Φ
a
+dQa
= −T−dS− + Ωm−dJm +Φa+dQa, (3.6)
with Jm and Qa being the angular momenta and electric charges of the black hole.
3.2 Thermodynamics method
Firstly, we rewrite the first law (3.6) in terms of the quantized parameters,
dM = T+dS+ +Ω
m
+dNm +Ω
a
+dNa
= −T−dS− +Ωm−dNm +Ωa−dNa, (3.7)
with Nm ≡ Jm and Na ≡ Qaea are integers. The parameter ea is the unit charge of a single particle
corresponding to the gauge field Aa. Equivalently we could write the first laws as
dM = T+dS+ +Ω
i
+dNi
= −T−dS− +Ωi−dNi, (3.8)
with the index i = (m, a) and i could take n = nφ + nc independent values. If T+S+ = T−S− is
satisfied, the entropy product F = S+S−4π2 is mass independent, then the thermodynamics method can
be applied to discuss the CFT duals of the black hole if the black hole is the solution of the Einstein
gravity or other gravity without diffeomorphism anomaly.
Using the thermodynamics method, one can set all the charges and momenta fixed except one Ni
and get the central charges referring to the Ni picture
ciR,L = 6
∂F
∂Ni
. (3.9)
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Also one could consider the perturbations of the type dNi = dNvi, with {vi, i = 1, 2, · · · , n} being n
coprime integers. This gives the general picture characterized by the vector v = (v1, v2, · · · , vn) with
central charges
cvR,L = vic
i
R,L, (3.10)
and here a summation of the index i is indicated. In the 4D case, the angular momentum and the electric
charge form a vector space Z2, and each vector (a, b), with a, b being coprime, of this space corresponds
to a dual CFT picture. In the general case here, all the angular momenta and electric charges form a
vector space Zn, and each vector v = (v1, v2, · · · , vn), with {v1, v2, · · · , vn} being coprime, corresponds
to v picture CFT.
The prescription here is that the general v picture appears as the response of the black hole with
respect to the perturbations characterized by v. In [23] it was proposed that the general picture
appears as SL(n, Z) redefinitions of the charges. Similar to the case with one angular momentum
and one electric charge, the two prescriptions here are equivalent. To show this we have to use the
theorem that is proved in the appendix. We call a vector v = (v1, v2, · · · , vn) in the space Zn as the
coprime vector if {v1, v2, · · · , vn} being coprime integers. The theorem states that a coprime vector
v = (v1, v2, · · · , vn) in space Zn is one-to-one correspondence to a row, or a column, of an SL(n, Z)
matrix. According to [23], we define the charges Ni′ = NiΛ
i
i′ with Λ
i
i′ ∈ SL(n, Z). We define the
inverse of Λii′ as Λ
i′
i
, then there is a CFT picture with the central charges
ci
′
R,L = Λ
i′
i
ciR,L. (3.11)
Since the coprime vector v is in one-to-one correspondence with, say, the i′-th row of the SL(n, Z)
matrix Λi
′
i
, i.e. that vi = Λ
i′
i
with i′ being fixed and i = 1, 2, · · · , n, and then (3.10) and (3.11) give
the same central charges for v picture.
It is tempting to apply the thermodynamics method to general nonextremal black holes in string
theory, for example the 5D and 4D rotating multi-charged black holes found in [15,42] and more general
black rings than the ones considered in [39]. This will be reported in another place [43].
3.3 ASG analysis
For the general case with multiple charges here, we could uplift the d-dimensional black hole to d +
nc dimensions. For each U(1) charge, we assign one angular momentum corresponding to an extra
dimension. The uplifted metric has the following form
ds2d+nc = ds
2
d +
nc∑
a=1
16πℓd−2p
Ωd−2e2a
(dχa + eaA
a)2, (3.12)
with ds2d denoting the d-dimensional metric (3.2), and ea being the unit charge corresponding to the
gauge field Aa. The geometry is the solution of the pure d+ nc dimensional Einstein gravity,
Id+nc =
1
16πGd+nc
∫
dd+ncx
√−G(Rd+nc − 2Λ). (3.13)
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with the Newton constant Gd+nc =
8ncπ
3nc
2 ℓ
(d−2)nc
2
p
e1e2···encΩ
nc
2
d−2
Gd. We define
Na = ea(A
a
t −AamNm), (3.14)
then we could write
dχa + eaA
a = dχa +Nadt+ eaA
a
m(dφ
m +Nmdt). (3.15)
The metric (3.12) can be written as
ds2d+nc = −N2dt2 + hrrdt2 + hpqdθpdθq + hˆmn(dφm +Nmdt)(dφn +Nndt)
+ hˆma(dφ
m +Nmdt)(dχa +Nadt) + hˆab(dχ
a +Nadt)(dχb +N bdt) (3.16)
with the components of the metric being defined as
hˆmn = hmn +
16πℓd−2p
Ωd−2
∑
a
AamA
a
n,
hˆma =
16πℓd−2p
Ωd−2ea
Aam,
hˆab =
16πℓd−2p
Ωd−2e2a
δab. (3.17)
With this embedding, the charge referring to each U(1) gauge field is presented by the corresponding
angular momentum Ja =
Qa
ea
, which must be an integer. The angular velocities conjugate to Ja at the
outer and inner horizons are
Ωa± = −Na|r=r± = eaΦa± (3.18)
The areas of the outer and inner horizons for two black holes have the relation
(A±)d+nc =
8ncπ
3nc
2 ℓ
(d−2)nc
2
p
e1e2 · · · encΩ
nc
2
d−2
(A±)d, (3.19)
with (A±)d being the horizon areas in d dimensions. Similarly the embedding does not change the
entropies of the horizons,
(S±)d+nc =
(A±)d+nc
4Gd+nc
=
(A±)d
4Gd
= (S±)d. (3.20)
The first laws for the (d+ nc)-dimensional rotating black hole are
dM = T+dS+ +Ω
i
+dJi
= −T−dS− + Ωi−dJi, (3.21)
which are just (3.8). Here we use the index i = (m, a) which takes n = nφ + nc values.
To do ASG analysis we have to take extremal limit of the metric (3.16). We define
f i3 = ∂rN
i, (3.22)
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and in the extremal limit we have
f i3|r=r+ = lim
r−→r+
Ωi− − Ωi+
r+ − r− . (3.23)
We also define f4 ≡ f2f1 |r=r+ , f i ≡ f i3f4|r=r+ , and the values f i3|r=r+ , f4, and f i are all constants. Then
we have CFT duals of the extremal black hole with the central charges and the temperatures in the Ji
picture CFT
ciL =
6f iS+
π
, T iL =
1
2πf i
. (3.24)
The temperature is in accord with the one from the thermodynamics method.
Upon redefinitions of the angles using an SL(n, Z) transformation
φi
′
= Λi
′
i
φi, Λi
′
i
∈ SL(n, Z), (3.25)
one gets Ji′ picture with the central charges and the temperatures
ci
′
L = Λ
i′
i
ciL, T
i′
L =
1
Λi
′
i
/T iL
,
with the summation of the index i in both equations. Therefore the thermodynamics method and the
ASG method are consistent with each other for the extremal black hole of a general form.
3.4 Hidden conformal symmetry
To use the hidden conformal symmetry, we can either discuss the scattering of a charged scalar particle
in the d-dimensional charged black hole background, or equivalently a neutral scalar particle in the
uplifted (d+ nc)-dimensional black hole background. In the former case, the equation of motion is
(∇µ − i
∑
a
kaeaA
a
µ)(∇µ − i
∑
b
kbebA
bµ)Φd = µ
2
dΦd, (3.26)
where Φd = e
−iωt+ikmφ
m
R(r)Θ(θ) is the wave function of the charged probe particle, Θ(θ) is a function
of θp with p = 1, 2, · · · , nθ and µd is the mass of the probe. In the latter case, the equation of motion
is
∇M∇MΦd+nc = µ2d+ncΦd+nc , (3.27)
where the wave function Φd+nc describes a neutral scalar particle with mass µd+nc . We assume that
the two wave functions are related by Φd+nc = Φde
ikaχ
a
. The equations (3.26) and (3.27) are identical
if we have
µ2d = µ
2
d+nc +
∑
a
Ωd−2e
2
a
16πℓd−2p
k2a. (3.28)
Then the equation of motion (3.26) has the form
1
f1f2f5f6
∂r
f1f5f6
f2
(r − r+)(r − r−)∂rΦd + (ω + kiN
i)2
f21 (r − r+)(r − r−)
Φd
+
1
f1f2f5f6
∂pf1f2f5f6h
pq∂qΦd − hmn(km −
∑
a
kaeaA
a
m)(kn −
∑
b
kbebA
b
n)Φd = µ
2
dΦd.(3.29)
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The equation (3.29) is of no radical difference from its 4D cousin (2.52), so the calculations there
could be generalized here straightforwardly. From the separability of (3.29) and the existence of well-
defined conformal coordinate ρ(r) we could get the necessary condition for the existence of hidden
conformal symmetry
T+A+ = T−A−, (3.30)
with T±, A± being the Hawking temperatures and the areas of the outer and inner horizons. Note that
treating A± as horizon areas of the d-dimensional or (d + nc)-dimensional black hole does not make
any difference because of (3.19).
The equations (2.53) and (2.57) are still applicable here given that the definitions f4,5 are different
and θ denotes nθ coordinates θ
p. When the black hole is asymptotically flat, in the limit r → ∞ we
have f1 ∼ 1r , f2 ∼ r, f5f6 ∼ rd−2, from (2.53) we get F ∼ rd−3, and then from (2.57) we get ρ ∼ rd−3.
Similarly for the black hole in AdS spacetime, in the limit r →∞ there are f1,2 ∼ 1, f5f6 ∼ rd−2, F ∼
rd−2, and then we get ρ ∼ rd−1. This justifies the choices of conformal coordinates ρ = r2 for 3D
BTZ black hole [44], ρ = r for 4D Kerr black hole [3], ρ = r2 for 5D Myers-Perry black hole [32], and
ρ = rd−3 for RN black hole in d dimensions [30].
Given that there is hidden conformal symmetry, we could get the Ji (it may be Jm or Qa) picture
CFT by considering the modes of the scalar with kj = 0 for all indexes j 6= i. For each Ji picture, we
have the temperatures
T iR,L =
T− ∓ T+
Ωi− − Ωi+
. (3.31)
Also, we can get the general v = (v1, v2, · · · , vn) picture by considering the modes of the scalar field
with (k1, k2, · · · , kn) = kv, and the temperatures are
T vR,L =
T− ∓ T+
viΩi− − viΩi+
. (3.32)
Using the theorem proved in the appendix, we could show that the way of getting the general CFT
pictures by considering different perturbations here is equivalent to the way of making SL(n, Z) redef-
initions of the quantum numbers {k1, k2, · · · , kn}. All these results are the same as the ones got from
the thermodynamics method.
4 Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper we discussed the relation of the thermodynamics method with other conventional ways
in setting up the black hole/CFT correspondence. We applied the thermodynamics method to find the
CFT duals for the black holes in arbitrary dimensions and with arbitrary number of electric charges.
We started from a metric of a general ADM form and assumed the existence of rotating symmetries and
timelike Killing symmetry outside the black hole horizons. This would include large classes of black
objects we have known, not only the rotating black holes but also black rings. We found that even
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without knowing the explicit forms of black holes, the thermodynamics method could give consistent
results with the ones obtained from ASG analysis and the hidden conformal symmetry.
In [23], it was argued that T+S+ = T−S− is the necessary condition for a black hole in the Einstein(-
Maxwell) gravity, or other gravity without diffeomorphism anomaly, to have CFT duals. The naively
use of the thermodynamics method for a black hole for which T+S+ 6= T−S− would lead to unequal
right- and left-moving central charges, which seems pathological in a theory that is diffeomorphism
invariant. In this paper, from the separability of the scalar equation and the existence of well-defined
conformal coordinate it was shown that T+A+ = T−A− is the necessary condition for a black hole
to have the hidden conformal symmetry. For the Einstein(-Maxwell) gravity, T+A+ = T−A− is just
T+S+ = T−S−. Then according to the check in [23, 30], for the Myers-Perry black holes in dimensions
d ≥ 6, the Kerr-AdS black holes in dimensions d ≥ 4, and the RN-AdS black holes in dimensions
d ≥ 4, T+A+ = T−A− is not satisfied so there is no hidden conformal symmetry for these black holes.
The absence of the hidden conformal symmetry and the fact that the possible CFT has different left-
and right-moving central charges both suggest that for these black holes there is no CFT dual picture.
Nevertheless, the holographic pictures of extremal Kerr-AdS(-dS) black holes have been investigated
via ASG analysis [25, 26, 34] and superradiant scattering [45]. Even in these cases the extreme limit
of the thermodynamics method still gives the consistent results. Note that in the extreme limit, the
holographic CFT seems to be chiral with the right-moving temperature vanishing and right-moving
central charge uncertain.
On the other hand, although there is T+S+ = T−S− for five-dimensional black rings, but the scalar
equation cannot be separated, so there is no hidden conformal symmetry in this case [39]. Nevertheless
the holographic description could be established in this case, showing the power of the thermodynamics
method. It was shown in this paper, when the hidden conformal symmetry could be used, it always
gives the same results with the ones got from the thermodynamics method.
In (2.5) and (3.4), we have used the formulas of calculating the angular velocities and electric
potentials of the outer and inner horizons as
Ωm± = −Nm|r=r± ,
Φa± = −Aaµξµ|r=r± . (4.1)
Actually they are only correct for the black holes in asymptotical flat spacetimes, and are not correct
for Kerr-AdS and RN-AdS black holes in dimensions d ≥ 4. In the latter cases the formulas should be
changed to [46, 47]
Ωm± = N
m|r→∞ −Nm|r=r± ,
Φa± = A
a
µξ
µ|r→∞ −Aaµξµ|r=r± . (4.2)
This modification dose not change the CFT temperatures (2.14), the central charges (2.16) and the
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frequencies (2.27), as the angular velocities always appear in the form Ωm− −Ωm+ in our discussion. But
for the chemical potential of the possible CFT (2.27), there should be modification for Kerr-AdS and
RN-AdS black holes in dimensions d ≥ 4. However due to the absence of the CFT dual in these cases,
we need not worry about the implications of the modifications.
We have shown that T+A+ = T−A− is the necessary condition for the hidden conformal symmetry,
but it is not a sufficient condition. First of all the scalar equation should be separable, secondly there
should be well-defined conformal coordinate ρ(r) in all regions r ≥ r−, and finally the function K(ρ)
in (2.61) could be set to a constant under suitable approximations. Given we have all these conditions
and the hidden conformal symmetry exists for a black hole, then the results from hidden conformal
symmetry are the same with the ones got from the thermodynamics method and ASG analysis. The
consistency of the three methods is in accord with the checks in [23, 30, 39] for concrete examples.
For a black hole in the Einstein(-Maxwell) gravity, we have used the condition T+S+ = T−S−, or
equivalently the mass-independence of the entropy product S+S−, as the criterion whether the ther-
modynamics method could be used. But for a black hole in a gravity theory that is not diffeomorphism
invariant, for example three-dimensional topologically massive gravity (TMG), one should not expect
that S+S− is mass-independent, and this is indeed the case as checked in [22]. For these black holes the
necessary condition for the existence of hidden conformal symmetry is just T+A+ = T−A−. In these
cases the thermodynamics method is still applicable and gives the same results as the hidden conformal
symmetry. The results in this case and some other investigations will be reported in another paper [48].
In this paper, we discussed the black holes in Einstein(-Maxwell) gravity theories. It would be
interesting to consider the gravity with scalar matter or the gravity with higher curvature corrections.
In the latter case, there have been lots of study of the extremal black holes, in which cases the attractor
mechanism has been developed to compute the entropy even though the explicit forms of the solutions
are not clear. There are also multi-centered black holes in this case. How to apply the thermodynamics
method to these cases is an interesting issue.
One subtle issue in Kerr/CFT and its extensions is on the validity of Cardy formula. Actually this
has been a long-existing question since the seminal work in [1]. For higher dimensional black holes,
whatever the black holes in string theory or just Kerr black hole, the central charges of their dual CFT
depends on the quantized charges of the black holes. It is often the case that the central charges is large
but the levels of excitation in the CFT is low. Therefore it is beyond the validity of the Cardy formula,
which requires a well-defined saddle point approximation. For the black holes in string theory, it has
been argued that one could find a frame such that the Cardy formula could be applied. For the case
in [1], such a frame with central charge c = 6 have been shown to exist. For the multi-charged black
holes, such a trick could be workable. However for a pure Kerr black hole, even if it were successfully
embedded into string theory, we could not figure a way to solve this issue.
There is another peculiar thing on the CFT dual of the black holes in D ≥ 4. For the BTZ black
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hole, it dual CFT has central charge c = 3ℓ2G , which is only dependent of the AdS3 radius or equivalently
the cosmological constant. No matter how the black hole change, the central charge is intact. However,
for the black holes in higher dimensions, the central charges of dual CFT are the functions of the
charges of the black holes, angular momentum or U(1) charges. When the black hole evolves, say via
Hawking radiation, the universal properties of dual CFT change accordingly. In particular, the change
of the central charge indicates that there is a underlying RG flow. There is also the issue of matching
the numbers of independent parameters for the black hole and the CFT. For the CFT there are three
independent parameters, i.e. c = cR = cL, TR and TL, however for the black hole the number of
independent parameters is not necessarily three. For example, for Kerr or RN black hole the number
is two, and for multicharged black holes or black rings the number could be larger than three. It is
certainly valuable to have a better understanding of these issues5.
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Appendix A Coprime Integers and SL(n, Z) Matrix
In the appendix, we give a simple proof of the theorem we have used in the paper. We have to say
that we are not aware if it has appeared in the mathematical literature, but as we need it we just give
a proof here. Note that the theorem is a generalization of the Be´zout lemma, and so could be viewed
as a proof of Be´zout lemma.
For convenience, let us firstly make some simple definitions. Firstly we clarify the notion of coprime
integers. We consider a vector v = (v1, v2, · · · , vn) in the space Zn with n being a positive integer,
which means that all {vi, i = 1, 2, · · · , n} are integers.
Definition 1 (Coprime Integers). We say that a finite number of integers {vi} are coprime, if their
greatest common divisor being one.
We stress that the set of n integers {vi} are coprime does not means that the integers of a subset are
coprime. For example {2, 4, 5} are coprime but {2, 4} are not.
Definition 2 (Coprime Vector). We say that the vector v = (v1, v2, · · · , vn) in space Zn is an coprime
vector, if the n integers {vi} are coprime.
5We would like to thank the anonymous referee to inspire this discussion.
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Note that the n zeroes {vi = 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , n} are not coprime, so the vanishing vector is not coprime.
We know for a matrix there are three classes of elementary row operations:row switching, which means
a row within the matrix can be switched with another row; row multiplication, which means each
element in a row is multiplied by a non-zero constant; and row addition, which means a row is replaced
by the sum of that row and a multiple of another row. There are three classes of elementary column
operations similarly. Since we are only interested in the SL(n, Z) matrices in this appendix, what we
mean multiplication here is restricted to the multiplication of the integers. Also, here we only care about
the elementary operations that do not change the determinant or the absolute value of determinant
of a matrix, and so we define the so-called unitary elementary operation and anti-unitary elementary
operation.
Definition 3 (Unitary Elementary Operation). A unitary elementary operation is an elementary op-
eration that does not change the determinant of a nondegenerate matrix.
Definition 4 (Anti-unitary Elementary Operation). An anti-unitary elementary operation is an ele-
mentary operation that changes the determinant of a nondegenerate matrix by a single factor −1.
The unitary elementary operations include row addition and column addition. The anti-unitary ele-
mentary operations include row switching, row multiplication by −1, column switching and column
multiplication by −1. Finally we denote the n × n anti-special linear transformation matrix in the
domain Z as AL(n, Z) matrix.
Definition 5 (AL(n, Z) Matrix). An AL(n, Z) matrix is a GL(n, Z) matrix whose determinant is −1.
Note that an anti-unitary elementary operation changes an SL(n, Z) matrix to an AL(n, Z) matrix,
and vise versa.
With the definitions above we can state the theorem as follows.
Theorem 1. A coprime vector v = (v1, v2, · · · , vn) in space Zn is one-to-one correspondence to a row,
or a column, of an SL(n, Z) matrix Λij .
Explicitly, the theorem states that for a coprime vector v = (v1, v2, · · · , vn) there exists SL(n, Z)
matrix Λij which has v as, without loss of generality, its first row, i.e. that Λ
1
i = vi, i = 1, 2, · · · , n,
and reversely every row, or column, of an SL(n, Z) matrix constitute a coprime vector.
The proof of the second part of the theorem is simple. The determinant of the SL(n, Z) matrix
Λij could be expanded by its every row (or column), say the first row, which means that there exist
integers ki, i = 1, 2, · · · , n satisfying
Λ1ik
i = 1. (A.1)
This shows that the n integers {Λ1i} are coprime, and then they could constitute a coprime vector.
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The proof of the first part of the theorem needs some labor. We begin by considering two vectors
v = (v1, v2, · · · , vn) and v˜ = (v˜1, v˜2, · · · , v˜n) that are related through some n − 1 integers ki, i =
2, 3, · · · , n as
v˜1 = v1,
v˜i = vi + kiv1, i = 2, 3, · · · , n. (A.2)
This can also be recast as
v1 = v˜1,
vi = v˜i − kiv˜1, i = 2, 3, · · · , n. (A.3)
The relation (A.2) shows that if v is not coprime, neither is v˜, and (A.3) shows that if v˜ is not coprime,
neither is v. Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1. For two vectors v and v˜ in Zn related through (A.2) by some vector k in Zn−1, that v is
coprime is equivalent to that v˜ is coprime.
Given a coprime vector v we want an SL(n, Z) matrix with v being its first row, and when we have
an AL(n, Z) matrix with v being its first row, we can just make an anti-unitary elementary operation
with the first row intact to change the AL(n, Z) matrix to an SL(n, Z) matrix. Equipped with the
knowledge, we describe the procedure of substraction.
I If any element of the coprime vector v = (v1, v2, · · · , vn) is minus, change it to its opposite.
II We choose the element of a coprime vector v in Zn that has the smallest but nonvanishing absolute
value. If there are more than one choices, we just choose one of them. If the element is not v1 we
exchange the element with v1.
III The other values of v, namely vi, i = 2, 3, · · · , n, are either vanishing, equal, or larger than v1.
Then for every vi, i = 2, 3, · · · , n, there exists unique ki that makes the value v˜i = vi + kiv1
satisfying 0 ≤ v˜i ≤ v1 − 1. We choose v˜1 = v1. Because the vector v is coprime, according to
Lemma 1, the vector v˜ = (v˜1, v˜2, · · · , v˜n) is also coprime. Then as long as v1 ≥ 2, there exists at
least one v˜i 6= 0 with i = 2, 3, · · · , n.
IV Delete the ˜ symbol on the newly defined coprime vector v˜, and repeat Step II and Step III. We
see that we can reduce v1 by at least one every time we complete Step II, so for a definite coprime
vector v, we can finally get the simplest coprime vector e = (1, 0, · · · , 0) within finite number of
steps.
Definition 6 (Substraction). The recursion of the previous four steps of transforming an arbitrary
coprime vector v to the simplest form e is called substraction.
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It could be seen that the process of substraction is just the exchange of elements of the vector, multipli-
cation of the element with −1, and replacing one element by the sum of that element and a multiple of
another element. The process of substraction is reversible, i.e. that given a substraction of an coprime
v to e, there is a fixed process of transforming e to the same v.
Definition 7 (Addition). The reverse of substraction is called addition.
For the simple coprime vector e = (1, 0, · · · , 0), there are more than one SL(n, Z) matrices that
has the vector as the first row. The simple example is the n × n unit matrix, in fact all the lower
triangle matrices with diagonal elements being one are the required matrices, and moreover a unitary
elementary operation, or the combination of two anti-unitary elementary operations, of the required
matrix with the first row intact also gives the required matrix. So we have a large scope of options.
Suppose that we just choose one of the required matrices Λij for the vector e, and then we can make
the addition operation of a general coprime vector v for all the rows of the matrix at the same time,
and effectively we are doing the unitary or anti-unitary elementary column operations for the whole
matrix. After the operations the first row of the matrix Λij becomes the elements of vector vi, i.e. that
vi = Λ
1
i for i = 1, 2, · · · , n, and also Λij ∈ SL(n, Z) or Λij ∈ AL(n, Z). If Λij ∈ AL(n, Z), we just
make an anti-unitary elementary operation with the first row intact to change the AL(n, Z) matrix to
an SL(n, Z) matrix. Now we have one required matrix, and still we can make a unitary elementary
operation, or the combination of two anti-unitary elementary operations, of required matrix with the
first row intact, and this also gives the required matrix. Thus the Theorem 1 we proposed are proved.
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